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1

Introduction

In this deliverable we zoom in on the rollout of smart storage technologies and infrastructures to a larger
scale energy system from different perspectives: from the lessons learned by building and testing an
enhanced sectorial long-term investment model, from a qualitative perspective, and by reviewing the
outcome of a researcher exchange in form of case study based on a small Austrian municipality. Other
work within SmILES has focused on the modelling and simulation of multi-energy and storage on the local
scale (e.g. SmILES deliverable 5.2). In the current stage, such local scale energy systems are implemented
mostly at a pilot stage as reflected by the various national projects in SmILES. In this deliverable, we build
on local scale insights to address the question how local multi-energy solutions could upscale to represent
significant shares at national scale energy systems. We thereby aim to address notably the R&I challenges
related to the economic and societal aspects that come into play when analysing the uptake of energy
storage and multi‐energy in national scale energy systems (SmILES deliverable 2.1).
To understand upscaling dynamics, it is a priori clear that an integrated view is needed. Various domains
are relevant to consider, including technological, economic, environmental social, political and regulatory
aspects. Therefore, a better integration of scientific methods is still needed, for which different
integration strategies are currently being debated (Geels, McMeekin, & Pfluger, 2018; Laes, Valkering, &
De Weerdt, 2019). In line with this debate, we approach upscaling dynamics from different angles. In
chapter 2, we apply a techno-economic perspective, developing a sectorial scale energy system model
based on the TIMES framework to test economic viability of storage solutions and hybrid systems under
different exogenous assumptions. Chapter 3 adds a qualitative perspective. We draw from interviews
carried out with national project representatives (see deliverable 2.4) in which Social, Technological,
Environmental, Economic and Political (STEEP) aspects have been evaluated and apply a scenario
framework to assess the role of the different types of system configurations in the future energy system.
Besides, in Chapter 4 the main challenges of upscaling the energy storage systems from a rural to a
national scale in Austria are identified. In chapter 4, we summarize main lessons learned and highlight the
continuing challenges ahead for better representing the role of multi-energy and storage in the context
of energy transition pathways.
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2

Integrating Local Energy Systems in the TIMES ‘sandbox’ model

2.1 Why an energy system model approach in SmILES?
The work within the SmILES project and especially in the cross-simulations has focused on developing,
testing and exchanging local simulations tools. These tools have a high time granularity and aim to
represent complex multi-energy systems to a high level of accuracy. The challenges that can be tackled
by using these models are often very context specific, e.g. to calculate the optimal size of a boiler in a
certain installation set-up or to reduce the peak heat demand of a new urban quarter on the exiting district
heating network. Aspects that are typically not covered by these tools are cost optimization based on
investment, operational and fuel costs, comparative scenarios with other technology choices and the
techno-economic evolution over longer periods as a basis for scenario analysis.
These modelling challenges are commonly addressed by energy system models which calculate pathways
of the evolution of energy systems. The TIMES model framework1 is one of the most commonly used
platforms for this type of task, but many other platforms such as OSeMOSYS2 and LEAP3 exist. The strength
of these models is that they combine a detailed bottom-up technology representation with top-down
statistical energy data. This model approach is of high relevance since it enables an energy system analysis
on a larger scale, usually on national level, but in certain cases up to continental or even global level.
Potential pathways defined by exogenous assumptions can be analysis from a cost-optimal perspective
and system dynamics can be better understood.
But the large scale energy system models face significant challenges and are most often not prepared for
incorporating the analysis of (smart) local energy systems. The models have often evolved over long
periods of time in the respective research institutes and, while rich in techno-economic assumptions, are
often not detailed enough in time resolution, technology representation and demand categories. But, a
wealth of (public) data became available in recent years, e.g. the JRC IDEES data base, and continued
research funding is available on topics such as energy efficiency, demand side flexibility and consumer
behaviour, all of which ease the burden to the model to large degree to improve the existing models.
Another aspect is that the underlying cost-optimization is calculating for the overall system cost with the
model outcome that cost optimal solutions in one sector competes with solutions in another sector.
Insights can be difficult to obtain, since they compete on such high level. Lastly the push by policy makers
on EU, Member State and regional levels to support the implementation of Local Energy Communities
(LECs), Citizien Communities (CECS) and Energy Positive Districts (EPDs), emphases the need to develop
methodologies and test modelling tools to analyse local and sector optimizations.
In the following chapters the methodological steps to enhance and test the TIMES modelling framework
on a sectorial level will be described and model result insights based on the enhanced methodology
presented.

1

For more information see: https://iea-etsap.org/
http://www.osemosys.org/
3
https://www.energycommunity.org
2
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2.2 Introduction - the TIMES sand box model approach
A SmILES sandbox model based on the TIMES model framework was developed as a highly detailed
representation of the Belgian residential sector. By focusing on the residential sector of the larger energy
system, the optimisation of local energy systems can be analysed at a higher granularity, including the
testing of scenarios and their respective impact on the evolution and utilization of generation
technologies, storage technologies and self-consumption versus reliance on external energy sources,
namely the low voltage grid. While the representation of the technologies in the Sandbox model follows
the same general modelling approach as in the TIMES Belgium model which represents the complete
energy system of Belgium, each technology and the interaction among technologies was reviewed and
significantly refined. A soft link with the TIMES Belgium Model was included to capture the long-term
pathway of the broader energy system and its impact e.g. on the grid electricity price (see 2.3.4).
While the main focus of the work has been on the methodological development and testing of the
advanced modelling approach, the scenario assumptions tested with the sandbox model offer the
opportunity to gain a better understanding of policy choices to support certain technologies and how
‘non-rational’ (meaning not cost optimized) consumer decisions can impact the evolution of local energy
systems. The modelling exercise allowed to test on the period 2014-2050 - with high temporal granularity
- the large scale deployment of several renewable technologies in the residential sector; namely heat
pumps, PV panels, solar thermal collectors, electric batteries and thermal storages.

2.3 Methodological enhancements
2.3.1 Higher time slice resolution & design of time slices
For the sandbox model, each year is represented by 120 time slices. Ten representative days within the
year are considered and for each of these representative days a two-hourly time resolution is selected.
By establishing this time resolution, the variability within days and seasons of renewable energy sources
availabilities as well as end use demands (such as lighting and cooking) are captured. This also allows a
more accurate representation of the utilization of storage technologies.

Figure 1- Time Slice resolution and design.

The selection of the ten representative days was calculated by an exogenous algorithm tool which
considers the daily and seasonal variations for the main power generation sources, including PV solar, and
end use demands. More information about this tool can be found in (Poncelet et al., 2016). In the
following subchapters, the methodology used to develop the hourly end use demand for Belgium and the
high-resolution attributes for supply technologies are described.
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2.3.2 Higher resolution of demand
One of the most powerful features of the TIMES model developed in this exercise lies in its rather high
temporal granularity through the use of the above-mentioned concept of time slices. However, this
approach requires a large amount of data in order to properly represent each time slice of the selected
modelling base year, here 2014. Unfortunately, in most cases these data are not available as such and
shall be designed by modelers themselves based on reasonable assumptions and expert knowledge. This
section describes the methodology adopted to compute 120 time slices of residential end-use demands.
The first step is the selection of the end-use demands that the model will represent. The TIMES Belgium
model developed by Vito/EnergyVille proposes 9 residential demands:


Space heating – RHUN



Domestic hot water – RWRE



Cooking – RCOK



Cold appliances – RREF



Dish washers – RDWA



Washing machines – RCWA



Drying machines – RCDR



Lighting – RLIG



Other electrical appliances – ROEL

It has to be noted that with this description, two types of demands are represented: 3 thermal services
which can be fulfilled with various technologies and fuels (RHUN, RWRE and RCOK) opposed to the
remaining 6 demands for electrical appliances which can only be met through electricity consumption.
The underlying philosophy behind the use of 120 time slices is to represent a full year with a limited set
of representative days, here 10, in order to lighten the model and consequently reduce computational
time. The purpose of the present methodology is to describe the hourly profile of the 9 selected residential
demands for the modelling base year, meaning being able to assess 8760 hours of consumptions. The
aggregation into 120 time slices is based on the methodology developed by (Poncelet et al., 2016).
The hourly profiles of the energy demands are based on the following three data sources:


Detailed annual electricity consumption per residential end-use in Belgium (EC, 2013), presented
on Figure 2.(Left)



A household survey about end-use electricity consumption in UK from (Zimmermann, et al., 2012).
This report presents the consumption profile per end use over an average day for a large number
of households in UK. From this result have been derived the normalized profile of each end use
demand over an average day, displayed Figure 2.(Center)



Synthetic Load Profile, or SLP, of the Belgian residential sector, publicly available from Synergrid
(Synergrid, 2019), the Belgian federation of electricity and gas system operators. This SLP is a yearlong normalized profile of electricity consumption for a Belgian household, with a 15min
resolution. Figure 2 (Right) represents this SLP, shrunk into a 1h resolution during an average day
in Belgium. For the sake of comprehensiveness only one day is shown but the full year of data will
be used in the present methodology.
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To obtain the end use profiles a specific methodology has been designed, based on both top down and
bottom up approaches, using the three above mentioned sources: C has been used to catch the hourly
behavior of total electricity consumption; B allowed to distribute hourly loads amongst end uses within
each days; and finally A gave the yearly consumption to match. For space heating demand, it has been
chosen to use the natural gas synthetic load profile from Synergrid combined with annual demand of
space heating from JRC database. A more extensive description of this process is available in the Appendix
- 6.2
Finally, after calculating nine profiles of estimated end use demands for 2014 on an hourly resolution,
these results have been fed into the time slice tool together with 8760 hours of solar irradiance, the latter
being used for PV technologies. The tool returned the 120 time slice structure and the corresponding the
commodity fraction and PV availability factors, reported in Figure 3.

Figure 2 - (left) Annual residential electricity demand per end-use, (center) Hourly consumption profile per
end-use, (right) SLP aggregated over an average day.
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Figure 3 - Time slice structure, PV availability factor, end-use demands commodity fractions.

2.3.3 Higher resolution of technology parameters & operation
In the supply side, the variable characteristics of certain technologies such as PV, solar collectors, heat
pumps and household appliances, were also represented in detail. The availability factors of PV and solar
collectors was provided in a detail profile at a two-hourly time slice level to account for their daily and
seasonal variations, see Figure 3. For heat pumps, changes in efficiency were considered in relation with
outdoor temperature variations. Another important variation at time slice level considered was the
electricity price coming from the Belgian grid (2 hours variation per each representative day). For this, the
Belgian grid is represented explicitly from high voltage to low voltage and the price is exogenously defined
at the beginning of the grid chain (refer to Figure 5 for grid system representation), taking in account costs
and efficiencies which at the end represent an approximation of electricity prices at household level.
These prices were taken from the Belgian model outputs. This soft link with the Belgian model is explained
in the subchapter 2.3.4.
The granularity in the technology parameters and demand profiles enables a representation of energy
storage technologies and its role, impact and interactions within a local multi-energy system.
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In Figure 4 a model result depicting the hourly profile of energy commodities at residential level for 2050
is presented. Each year is represented by 120 time slices (as explained in subchapter 2.3.1). The 10
representative days are clearly depicted in this figure where summer lays around day 7 while winter lays
around day 1. The charging/discharging pattern of batteries is reflected in detail (yellow). The blue line
represents the residential electricity consumption (demand) at each specific time slice. When the
electricity production from PV (orange) exceeds the electricity demand (blue line), the battery is charged
with the excess of electricity (negative yellow) and discharge (positive yellow) at another moment during
the same day when there is no, or insufficient, solar PV production. The battery charges only the amount
of electricity that is going to be needed during the rest of the day, the remaining electricity is fed into the
grid (green). At times when there is not enough production of PV electricity to satisfy the demand
technologies, the electricity is consumed from the grid (light blue).

Figure 4 - Hourly profile energy production 2050, BASE scenario.

This high temporal resolution represents a more accurate picture of the interactions and synergies
between thermal and electricity production sources and storage technologies.

2.3.4 ‘Behind the meter’ model representation
The SmILES sandbox model represents the residential sector of Belgium. The connection with other
sectors such as agricultural, commercial, industrial, is made indirectly (soft linked) through the
representation of the grid (blue shaded processes). The electricity prices for the residential sector are
taken as an approximate value from the results of the TIMES Belgium model where all sector demands,
energy sources and imports are considered (see section 2.3.5).
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Figure 5 - Reference energy system – SmiLES Sandbox model.

In Figure 5 the Reference Energy System of SmILES sandbox model is represented. The model aims to
compare smart local energy systems with more conventional technology choices. The housing appliances
modelled are dryers, cooking stoves, washing machines, light bulbs, dish washers, boilers, dual boilers,
solar collectors, solar panels, heat pumps, storages, etc. The storage technologies included in the model
(grey shaded processes) are differentiated according to the energy stored, electrical or thermal.

2.3.5 Sand box model assumptions


Demand Drivers. Nine end-use demands in 2014 are taken from the JRC-IDEES database (EC,
2019). The evolutions of these end demand were projected up to 2050, taking in account the
expected Belgian population growth as their main driver, given by the Federal Planning Bureau
(Bureau, 2019). Space heating accounts for 60% of the overall residential energy demand followed
by water heating with 15% and other appliances such as computers, hair dryers, etc. with 9%.

Figure 6 - Residential annual demand projections.
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District Heating Potential. Country-wide expansion of district heating networks is considered as
an investment option in the sandbox model. The potential for district heating was assessed based
on available data from Vlaamse Regulator van de Elektriciteits - en Gasmarkt (VREG, 2015) by
taking into consideration the existing grid for gas distribution as a proxy for the future potential
for district heating investments.

Figure 7 - Average distance between gas network connections

Based on the length of the gas grid, the capacity in energy units, the average distance between gas
connections and the maximum distance the total heat demand can be divided in three categories,
differentiated by the average distance between gas connections, available in Table 1.
Table 1 - Heat demand categorized by average distance between gas connections.
Category
Category 1:
Category 2:
Category 3:
Total

Average Distance
average distance between gas connections 6 m
average distance between gas connections 11 m
average distance between gas connections 15 m

Heat Demand
70 PJ (19.4 TWh)
47 PJ (13 TWh)
47 PJ (13 TWh)
164 PJ

Category 1 (Urban environment) is economically the most likely to be converted to district heating. It
represents 43% of the total heat demand.
To further substantiate this high-level estimation a recent heating potential study was reviewed which
estimates an expansion potential of the thermal grid from around 2% today to at least 37% of the heating
market by 2050 in Belgium (Paardekooper, et al., 2018).
For the sandbox model the maximum expansion potential for district heating was exogenously
determined as follows:
o
o
o
o

2020: max 2% (4 PJ)
2030: max 15% (25 PJ)
2040: max 30% (49 PJ)
2050: max 40% (66PJ)
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FIT for exceeding PV production. An economical compensation (Feed in Tariff, FiT) have been
included for the excess electricity fed back to the grid by households. An economical
compensation (Feed in Tariff, FiT) has been included for the excess electricity fed back to the grid
by households. The tariff is assumed to be 50% of the residential electricity prices, avoiding the
creation of a loop where electricity is bought from the grid just to be sold back at a later point in
time.

Figure 8 - Feed-in Tarif (FIT) for electricity sold back to the grid.



Natural Gas Price. The natural gas price is taken from the Times Belgium, to know more about
the assumptions and data sources please refer to Energy Transition in Belgium – Choices and Costs
(EnergyVille, 2017)



Electricity Price. The electricity prices for the residential sector are taken from the results of the
Belgian model. These are considered to fluctuate within and across the years, and these variations
are represented in 120 time-slices (refer to Energy Transition in Belgium – Choices and Costs
(EnergyVille, 2017) for more details). In the Belgian model all sectoral demands are included as
well as the domestically produced energy, energy sources, import capacity and their expected
evolution all along the time horizon. In the present sand box model, the electricity prices for the
residential sector are defined exogenously.

Figure 9 - Average annual electricity price.
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Low Voltage Grid. The grid is assumed to provide all additionally needed electricity, costs in grid
expansion are not considered and no maximal production was included.



Energy Commodities at residential level. Only commodities available at residential level (for
direct use) are considered, therefore energy commodities such as coal are not considered.



Grid CO2 related emissions. The CO2 emission factor for the grid is taken from a study based on
the TIMES Belgium model. It is considered to fluctuate annually along the entire timeframe of the
model horizon as follows:

Figure 10 - Residential electricity emission factors.

These grid emissions factors have been derived from the results of a 2017 study which was based on costoptimization without any CO2 reduction target, but an ETS sector carbon price. The steep increases
between 2020 and 2030 are the consequences of a full nuclear phase-out: the carbon neutral nuclear
energy, accounting for approximately 50% of the Belgian electricity mix in 2016, is replaced in part with
natural gas fired turbines in this study.

2.3.6 Technology assumptions and policy choices


Seasonal Heat Pumps. The variations in heat pumps efficiency through the year due to variations
in outdoor temperatures was also considered. Based on the temperature profiles for Belgium, a
maximum COP (Coefficient of Performance) of 4.0 in summer to a minimum COP of 2.6 in winter
were assumed.



Thermal storage. For thermal storage a typical size of a residential thermal storage tank with a
capacity of 200 litres was considered. Based on this, the storage capacity was calculated. Then a
peak load of 10kW was assumed for an average Belgian household.



Electrical storage. For electrical storage the most commonly used battery was considered (ISEA,
2018).
Type
Usable Capacity [kWh]
Maximum Pbatt [kW]
Price Whole System (2016)
[€/kWh]
Efficiency [%]

Lithium-ion battery
8
3.3
1300
90
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CO2 price. A CO2 is reflected in the sand box model two-fold: The price for electricity which is
consumed from the grid is based on TIMES BE model runs. These runs consider an ETS price and
central electricity generation (e.g. gas power plants) occur this cost and it is incorporated in the
low voltage electricity price. Second, for this sand box model we assumed a CO2 price for fossil
fuels consumed in the residential sector (e.g. for local gas boilers). The values adopted here are
consistent with the ETS carbon price assumptions in the TIMES BE model, which are based on (EC,
2016).
Table 2 - Modelled carbon prices
Period

2020

2030

2040

2050

CO2 price [€/tCO2,eq]

17

33

50

90

2.3.7 Scenario definitions
Six scenarios were tested on the sandbox model in this study:
Table 3 - Scenario definition.
Scenario 1

BASE

• FiT, CO2 price, District Heating & Heat Pumps within defined upper
limits.
• BASE scenario plus

Scenario 2

PV+ ELC STG

Scenario 3

Solar Hot Water

• Minimum requirement of 0.3 GW of storage capacity per each
1GW of new PV installed. (approximation to cover one hour of
expected PV peak production, inspired by German regulation)
• BASE scenario plus
• Minimum subsidy to trigger investments in solar thermal
technologies
• Solar Hot Water scenario plus

Scenario 4

Solar Hot Water +
Thermal STG

Scenario 5

HP

Scenario 6

ALL

• Minimum requirement of 0.75 GWth of storage capacity per 1GWth
of new Solar Collector installed. (approximation to cover one hour of
expected Solar Collector peak production)
• BASE scenario plus
• Minimum subsidy to trigger Heat Pumps investments
• Scenario 1 + Scenario 2 + Scenario 3 + Scenario 4 + Scenario 5

The reporting years for the model are 2014 (base year), 2016 and every fifth year between 2020 and 2050.
They are ’milestone years’ that report on the cost-optimal system configuration within time periods
calculated in the model. For the sake of simplicity, the present report will display results for 2016, 2020,
2030 and 2050.
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2.4 Modelling insights
In the first subsection of this chapter the results of the Base scenario will be described and analyzed. The
second subsection presents a horizontal analysis of enhanced cost-competitiveness for different key
renewable technologies.

2.4.1 Base Scenario results


Daily profiles energy commodities consumption
In

Figure 11 the model results for the Base scenario are shown for the years 2016, 2020, 2030 and 2050. At
the left side the detailed profile of the annual energy mix is presented capturing the interaction between
electrical storage, PV generation, consumption from the grid and other energy commodities available at
the residential level (gas, LPG, district heat, oil, etc.) while at the right side the aggregated annual share
of each energy commodity are presented.
Based on the cost minimizing objective of the model, the results show that the gas consumption of the
residential sector increases significantly reaching its peak around 2030 with 71% of the total energy
consumption. During this period (2016-2030) gas replaces part of the demand satisfied by oil and
electricity coming from grid. In 2030 district heat (LTH) becomes more competitive and the model results
show investments in district heating up to its maximum potential each year, reaching a maximum share
of 23% by 2050 (see Table 1). In parallel, solar PV is cost-competitive and increases its annual market share
from 4% to 13% by 2050. Along the modelled time horizon, the dependence upon grid electricity is
gradually reduced from 19% (2014) to 5% (2050). By 2050, the residential sector is electrically
autonomous for a large part of the year, shown in the results as days 3 to 7 (i.e. from March to July), due
to the combination of solar PV and electrical storage.
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Figure 11 - Daily profile of energy commodity consumptions - Detailed electrical storage interactions.
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Space Heating

Under the BASE scenario assumptions, no investments in solar collectors nor heat pumps can be observed
and the utilization of heat pumps is limited since only the existing HP capacity is being used until the end
of its lifetime, as displayed on Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. The overall heating
demand increases by approximately 10% till 2050 due to the projected population growth which outpaces
the increasing energy efficiency of the new building stock4. One shall understand here that Fehler!
erweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. does not present energy consumption for space heating
production, but instead thermal service supplied per type of technology, or in other words the space
heating output of each device.

Figure 12 - HP and solar collectors contribution to space heating demand (RHUN).

In 2016, 60% of the space heating demand are satisfied by natural gas, 34% by oil, 6% electricity of which
3% is provided by heat pumps, and, a very small contribution from LPG and district heat with respectively
0.2% and 0.1%. The proportion of gas increases until 2030 replacing oil, as explained above, until district
heating becomes cost competitive. By 2050, space heating demand is entirely satisfied by district heat
(42%) and gas (58%). The replacement of conventional and advanced electric heating (namely base board
heat and heat pumps) are the main contributors to the de-electrification of the residential sector since
space heating accounts for 60% of all residential sector energy demand.
In 2016, 60% of the space heating demand are satisfied by natural gas, 34% by oil, 6% electricity of which
3% is provided by heat pumps, and, a very small contribution from LPG and district heat with respectively
0.2% and 0.1%. The proportion of gas increases until 2030 replacing oil, as explained above, until district
heating becomes cost competitive. By 2050, space heating demand is entirely satisfied by district heat
(42%) and gas (58%). The replacement of conventional and advanced electric heating (namely base board
heat and heat pumps) are the main contributors to the de-electrification of the residential sector since
space heating accounts for 60% of all residential sector energy demand.

4

In the simplified SmILES sand box model investments to reduce space heating demand such as post construction
building insulation are not considered.
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Figure 13 - Energy commodity contribution to space heating.
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Water Heating

Water heating is the second largest demand in the residential sector with 15% of the total energy demand.
Under the Base scenario conditions, the results show no contribution from heat pumps and solar
collectors to the water heating demand, as shown on Figure 14.

Figure 14 - HP and solar collectors contribution to water heating demand (RWRE).

The contribution of different energy commodities to the total water heating demand is presented inFigure
15. By 2016, 54% of the domestic hot water is provided by gas-fired boilers, 27% by oil, 15% by electricity
while solar boilers and LPG contribute 2% each. When existing appliances are decommissioned, gas-fueled
appliances are chosen by the model to fill the gap. This effect is explained by the fact that the electricity
price from the grid significantly increases making gas-fueled appliances more cost-optimal, despite the
fact that a carbon price is occurred when natural gas is consumed.

Figure 15 - Yearly energy commodities contribution to water heating demand (RWRE).
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Evolution of the residential energy mix

Figure 16 - Evolution of the residential energy mix with focus on electricity share.

In the Base scenario a de-electrification from the base year until around 2035 can be observed, going
hand-in-hand with an incremental growth in gas consumption at the same time. After 2035 the electricity
consumption stabilizes while natural gas starts to retrench increases, mainly due to the boost in solar PV
and the growth in district heating up to its technical potential.



PV Electricity Generation

Figure 17 - Solar PV capacity development

Figure 17 shows the evolution in Solar PV generation capacity, the only renewable energy considered at
residential level. New PV capacity is being installed by 2030, building up from 3 GW to 10 GW in 2050. The
steady build up over the model timespan equals an average growth of approximately 200 MW per year.
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Evolution of own consumption versus grid consumption

Figure 18 - RE Share in residential electricity consumption.

In the sandbox model the electricity demand in the residential sector can be satisfied by two types of sources: the
grid and solar PV. In the BASE scenario, the residential sector gradually evolves towards less grid dependence
(Figure 18) with a share of 17% of own consumption in 2016 until reaching a share of up to 64% thanks to the
flexibility provided by the storage technologies. The rest of the electricity generated by PV and not in the
residential sector, is sent back to the grid (
Figure 4,

Figure 11 and Figure 18). In 2016, this represented a neglectable amount of PV-electricity while in 2050
29% of PV generated electricity was fed back to the low voltage grid.

2.4.2 Comparison among scenarios


Storage investment

Figure 19 shows the storage capacity of batteries and hot water tanks (Buffers) in the six different
scenarios, for the years 2030, 2040 and 2050. Figure 20 shows the corresponding cumulated production.
The model results show that the scenario assumption of a minimum requirement of 0.3 GW of storage
capacity per each 1 GW of new PV installed (Scenario ELC STG + PV) is almost fulfilled in the BASE scenario.
In Scenario 3 ‘Solar Hot Water’ it can be observed that once investments in solar collector technologies
are chosen, thermal storage is installed as well. The detail interaction between solar collectors and storage
is showed in Appendix 6.1.
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Figure 19 - Storage capacity evolution per scenario

Figure 20 - Storage production evolution per scenario

The assumption in Scenario 4 representing a policy to trigger investments in thermal storage and solar
collectors (Solar Hot Water + STG-H) leads to a higher investment in thermal storage capacity but, one can
observe that this does not lead to a higher utilization compared to scenario 3 without the thermal storage
incentive. The figures below show more clearly the relation between solar collectors and thermal storage
when setting a minimum limit in thermal storage capacity of 0.8GW per solar collector capacity installed.

Figure 21 - Solar collector & water tank
capacity.

Figure 22 - Solar collectors & water tank production.

The results in Figure 22 show that the boundary conditions to invest in thermal storage does not
automatically lead to a higher utilization, but outcomes from the model show clearly underutilized storage
capacities.
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Electricity Consumption: thermal and electrical end-use appliances

Figure 23 - Electricity consumption in thermal and electrical appliances.

Figure 23 shows the total electricity consumption for 2030 and 2050 among the different scenarios and
where this electricity is originating from. The graph clearly shows the capability of the sand box model to
not only calculate investment and utilization of various technologies, but by refining the model structure
to the represent the dynamic of technologies ‘behind the meter’ the dependency from the local grid can
be tracked and compared across scenarios.



Impact on CO2 emission under various scenario conditions

The TIMES model framework in general, and the sandbox model in particular, is capable of tracking CO2
emissions. The annual emission levels shown in Figure 24 are the sum of emissions accounted for from
the electricity consumed from the grid (see subchapter 2.3.5) and the CO2 emissions from fossil fuels
consumptions in the residential sector as calculated in the respective scenarios.
In the results it can be seen that the level of electrification of the residential system is closely linked to
the abatement of CO2 emissions. For one of the most effective scenarios in terms of CO 2 emissions
reduction is boosting heat pumps (Scenario HP), which results in an electricity consumption of around 32
PJ from the grid and 36,5 PJ from PV (see Figure 23).
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Figure 24 - Yearly CO2 Emissions per scenario.

In Figure 24 it is observed that scenario 5 (HP) has the best results in mitigating CO2 emissions together
with scenario 6 (ALL) where all subsidies and restrictions are included. The scenario HP has approximately
56% less CO2 emissions compared to the BASE scenario in 2050.

Figure 25 - Cumulated CO2 Emissions per scenario.

Figure 25 shows the cumulated (over 2014-2050) CO2 emissions for each scenario, differentiated by
emitting energy commodity. Oil and LPG emissions do not vary among the different scenarios as they are
consumed only in original stock, themselves used at full available capacity until the end of their lifetimes,
around 2029 in most cases. The decrease in CO2 emissions is related to the substitution of gas for thermal
appliances by electricity consumed by heat pumps (Scenarios ‘HP’ and ‘All’), which originates partly from
the grid as shown in the increase grid based emission from approximately 12.5 Mton in the first four
scenarios compared to approximately 18 and 17.5 Mton in scenario 5 and 6 (Figure 25). For a reduction
of 22.9 Mton of CO2 emissions by Gas (Solar Hot Water → HP) there was an increment of 5.6 Mton of CO2
emissions by the grid.
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2.5 Summary of TIMES sandbox model results
The methodological enhancements of the TIMES model as tested in the residential sandbox set-up allows
insights in the dynamics of local hybrid energy systems, representing electrical and thermal end-use
appliances and storage technologies and their respective interactions when supplied with an increasing
share of intermittent renewable energy such as PV.
The model outcomes allow analysis of the energy commodity flows within the ten representative days and the local
systems: At the same time the results deliver insights with respect to the evolution of the energy systems in the long
term (

Figure 11). The impact of an increasing share of intermittent renewable energy, the investments in storage
technologies and decreasing dependence of electricity of the grid over time is clearly captured and
quantifiable.
The Base scenario results show an increase in PV solar generation from 4% of total energy consumption
(electrical and thermal) in 2016 to 13% in 2050, while the share of electricity from the grid declines from
17% to 5% in the same time period. Natural gas remains cost competitive vis-à-vis heat pumps and feeds
most of thermal end use technologies despite the assumed carbon price, with a role for district heating
after the year 2030 within the assumed deployments limits in Belgium.
Comparison among scenarios reveal that the up-take of PV in the base scenario triggers the investment
in electrical storage, similar to solar collectors which trigger investments in hot water storage tanks,
respective policy pushes for electrical storage have no impact in the long-term since the application of
electrical storage become cost competitive between 2030 and 2040.
The scenario with a technology push for heat pumps results in the most ‘electrified’ pathway of the
residential sector, with a 77% higher electricity consumption in 2050 compared with the base scenario
(38,7 PJ versus 68,8 PJ). At the same time, this also leads to approximately three times the amount of
feed-in into the grid of 35 PJ in 2050 (compared to 10,5 PJ in the base scenario), which may cause
challenges on the overall energy system which is not represented in our model.
In terms of CO2 emissions the model shows for the base scenario a reduction in annual emission levels
from approximately 16 Mton in 2016 to 10 Mton in 2050 due to the rising share of RES in the residential
sector and less carbon intense electricity from the grid. The deployment of heat pumps achieves the
highest overall emission reductions, leading to 56% less emission in 2050 compared to the base scenario.
A challenging aspect that was encountered by the modelling team is the representation of the operational
behavior of certain technologies in combination with the endogenous evolution of the interacting energy
system. This can be well explained by the example of a residential heat pumps. The sandbox model setup allows for a detailed definition of operating hours for a heat pumps installations, e.g. in the evening to
deliver heat when the room heat and water demand needs to be satisfied. This approach is chosen to
avoid a ‘merit order’ which would mean switching to other technologies during certain hours of the day
to cost optimize the system. The challenge arises when the contextual system evolves and e.g.
investments in thermal or electrical storage occurs. Under these conditions the operation of the heat
pump should be flexible to allow the most efficient operation of the system. This type of modelling
challenge is highly technology deepened and increases in complexity with a rising share of technology
investment choices.
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3

Upscaling - a qualitative perspective

In this chapter we analyse upscaling potentials from a qualitative perspective. To this end, we draw from
the interviews with the national project representatives reported on in SmILES deliverable 2.4. In the
interview, a scenario framework was used to envision the role of multi-energy technologies and storage
in the future energy system. Respondents were asked to map the multi-energy solutions at hand on this
scenario framework and to reflect about the desirability of the different energy futures. In this chapter,
we first describe the scenario framework and the main results from the interviews, complementing the
insights on main opportunities, barriers and enablers for upscaling in deliverable 2.4.

3.1 Scenario framework
There currently is a broad consensus that we need to move towards a low carbon energy system.
However, there are multiple ways such a requirement could be met. To structure our thinking about the
role of multi-energy innovations in the future energy system we have applied the scenario-axis technique,
using an implementation of this technique originally developed for the case study of Flanders (Belgium)
(Cardinaels, Laes, & Valkering, 2018). Major uncertainties in the energy system are clustered along two
main dimensions:


Centralized versus decentralized energy sources and services



Individual versus collective values

The first axis concerns decentralized versus centralized electricity generation (for example solar PV versus
wind farms), but also the use of energy storage (for example home batteries versus grid connected
batteries) or system integration (for example flexibility services based on 'demand response' versus
flexibility services provided by peak power stations.
The second axis describes the dominant value orientation among societal actors (energy users, suppliers,
retailers, system operators, governments etc.) Individual values imply, for example, a strong focus on
individual consumer empowerment, individual control, autonomy and successful lifestyles. Collective
values, on the contrary, implies a focus on common ownership, cooperatives, energy equality and
sustainable lifestyles.
These two dimensions then map four different, but equally plausible visions of the future energy system,
as illustrated in the Figure 1. The different visions are briefly characterized in box 1. During the interviews,
a number of methodological issues were raised related to working with this scenario framework. These
are summarized in box 2.
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Figure 26 - Four visions on a future low carbon energy system

The rationale of the scenario-axis technique is that – in principle – any key uncertainties can be chosen as
main axis, depending on the views of impact and level of uncertainty of the various uncertainties involved.
However, the axis chosen here are consistent with other scenario studies. Arentsen and Bellekom (2014),
for example, apply similar axis - centralized vs. localized and private vs. community oriented – to position
and discuss various types of local energy initiatives. Compared to the classification of Figure 28, an
additional axis ‘integrated vs. autonomy’ is added to reflect the level of integration in energy grids and
energy markets. Recently, the EU SET-Nav project in their assessment of different energy transition
pathways (Crespo del Granado, 2019) developed narratives based on again similar axis of decentralization
vs. path dependency, and cooperation vs. entrenchment. Possibly, this consistent choice among scenarioaxis reflects the current framing of the energy transition, often described as a transition towards more
decentralized renewable energy sources, and a stronger focus on users and energy communities.
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Box 1: Four visions on the future energy system in Belgium
The consumer scenario (combining a focus on centralized solutions with individual values): Compared
to today, no significant shifts occur in the motivations of energy users. Some are environmentally
conscious and want to invest in decentralized production (e.g. PV panels), but most of the consumers
are mainly motivated to keep the energy bill as low as possible. Climate and energy policy is mainly
seen as a matter of the (Flemish, federal, European) governments. The engagement among citizens in
this scenario is low, one is simply a customer at an energy company.
The prosumer scenario (combining a focus on decentralized solutions with individual values): End
users make full use of the EU policy framework (the ‘Clean Energy for all Europeans’ package) that puts
'consumer empowerment' at the forefront. There is a strong preference for autonomy through
investments by households or businesses that increase independence from traditional market players
- a preference that is further stimulated by appropriate government measures. Whilst not mainly
driven by environmental values and motivations, the engagement among citizens in this scenario is
still high. It manifests itself in the form of strong interaction with energy companies (dynamic rates,
flexible energy use, possibly via aggregator), investments in sustainable energy technology and direct
market participation via market platforms.
The smart neighbourhood scenario (combining a focus on decentralized solutions with collective
values): The behaviour of end-users evolves towards 'smart citizens' who want to contribute to
collective solutions for energy generation and storage. In doing so, the focus is on small-scale energy
sources and services, although there is a willingness (also supported by appropriate government
initiatives) to entrust the management of these energy sources and services to local 'communities of
place'. The engagement of citizens is therefore high and manifests itself mainly through participation
in local cooperatives, community of owners and other forms of local self-organization.
The regional solidarity scenario (combining a focus on centralized solutions with collective values):
End users are prepared to help shape the energy transition through collective solutions. However, this
solidarity is not filled in locally as a priority. Examples of such form of engagement could be 'peer-topeer' networks of prosumers (for the trading of locally produced energy in a network of regionally
grouped energy users), the purchase of green electricity via energy suppliers (not necessarily produced
locally), and participation in cooperatives. (not necessarily local). Engagement is therefore high and
manifests itself in participation in regional cooperatives, control of 'green' energy companies, and
acceptance of relatively large-scale local renewable energy production (e.g. onshore wind, sustainable
heat).
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Box 2: Methodological reflection on the scenario framework dimensions
This box summarizes main methodological reflections raised during the interviews on the scenario
framework. We distinguish reflections related to its two main dimensions, and general remarks as
follows:
Centralized versus decentralized
Unclear what the ‘centralized’ axis implies. It is a relative term. The basic distinction is “energy plants
vs. distributed systems”.
The label ‘regional solidarity’ suggests this is a unique feature of the centralized – collective approach,
whereas decentralized - collective approaches can equally provide ‘solidarity’. Consider renaming.
There is an intermediate scale-level between the neighborhood and the region, namely the city. The
framing needs to take the notion of a city better into account.
Individual versus collective values
The individual dimension, notably in combination with decentralization, is often interpreted as
autarky, and hence rejected as a viable general rationale. However, this is only an extreme
interpretation of the quadrant. The rationale of this world view also includes a focus on individual
values in the context of the broader energy system, i.e. providing energy services to the grid. This
needs to be better clarified.
General remarks
The added value of the scenario framework lies in the field of communication. In a dialogue between
different stakeholders, the visions of the future could be used to situate different possible approaches
with respect to each other. It was always emphasized that it is not ‘the one vision of the future vs. the
other’, but to search for synergies where possible.
The scenario framework too much of a ‘black and white’ way of positioning the variety of multi-energy
approaches. More nuances are needed.
It is important not to connect the future energy visions to a normative association. As a principle, each
quadrant presents an equally viable way of pursuing low carbon energy systems.

3.2 Mapping system configurations
In the interviews with national project representatives, the question was raised how to position the
national projects and associated system configurations on the scenario framework. Generally, the projects
were positioned on the Smart neighbourhood scenario, however, with strong relation also to the
Prosumer and Regional solidarity scenario.
The Collectopia case, for example, could be positioned at the interface between Prosumers and Smart
Neighbourhoods. The greenhouse is to be used as a collective heat supply (more towards the collective
dimension), but it is also to be used for individual food production (more towards the individual
dimension). Concerning the use of collective underground heat sources, different models are possible:
Individual ownership of underground heat, individual heat pumps as heat boosters (Prosumer scenario)
Collective ownership of underground heat, with individual heat pumps as heat boosters (Smart
Neighbourhoods).
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Traditional District Heating setup owned by a utility, which owns the underground heat source and
household level heat pumps, selling heat as a service (Regional Solidarity)
The Research campus was positioned under Smart neighbourhoods, which some features linking to
Prosumers (e.g. the individually managed buildings) and Regional solidarity (e.g. by contributing to
regional grid stability).
The case of Smartdorf was positioned mostly under Prosumers (reflecting individual ownership of
installations like electric vehicles, batteries, and PV) and Regional solidarity (mainly due to the centralized
way the municipal district heating network is set up). The Smart Neighbourhood component would be the
usage of excess electricity from individual PV installations for a large-scale heat pump supplying the
heating network.
Nordhavn was placed at the interface of Smart Neighbourhoods and Regional solidarity. As a high-density
zone, there many possibilities for multi-energy exchanges, however less possibilities for RE generation
(even though building integrated PV offers some potential). There always remains a dependency on
outside centralized production, which, however, can still be relatively local (e.g. using nearby off-shore
wind).
For the case of Belgium – Flanders a variety of the residential local energy community pilots, as well as
the microgrids at research, business and small-scale industry parks match most closely with the Smart
Districts scenario. However, additional cases reflected more the Prosumer and Regional Solidarity
scenarios, like a case on aggregating distributed individual flexibility from power-to-heat, and a
community Virtual Power Plant. Interestingly, current flexibility aggregation is only done to meet a
demand from a centralized electricity grid, indicating any specific multi-energy solution usually contains
elements from different scenarios.

3.3 Desirable energy futures in context
The interviews also addressed what would be considered desired energy futures. In general, respondents
were in favor of more collective solutions, often also with higher levels of decentralization. More
importantly, they pointed out that the type of energy future that is most appropriate is strongly linked to
the local context at hand. Main contextual factors include urban (or heat demand) density (i.e. remote
individual houses require different solutions then dense urban areas) and the presence of local energy
sources (e.g. wind, heat sources, PV) and residual heat (both high temperature from industry and low
temperature from e.g. supermarket or datacenter). Also, social and political factors matter, like the level
of a community feelings, and the commitment of local authorities to facilitate (or not) collective
approaches. We zoom in on the three scenarios most applicable to local multi-energy and storage.
Considering the Prosumer scenario, multi-energy and storage would typically entail a focus on household
level appliances like heat pumps, PV, hot water buffers, battery storage, and electric vehicles. Individual
households participate in the energy market (possibly via their energy company or another aggregator)
offering the flexibility multi-energy and storage enables them to provide. Such solutions would be typically
viable in remote rural areas, where heat pumps would outcompete district heating due to too high
heating losses. Yet, current developments large reflect the prosumer rationale, mainly based on the
dissemination of PV, illustrating that the prosumer rationale is viable across contexts. In areas where
strong individualism prevails – for example in large cities – the prosumer scenario could be most
applicable. The prosumer scenario was also considered a ‘stepping stone’ towards more Smart
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neighbourhood approaches. As electricity sharing would become allowed, maybe more Smart
Neighbourhoods would emerge.
The Smart Neighbourhoods scenario typically entail similar technologies as in the Prosumer scenario, but
with collective management on the local level. Additional technologies to enable collective management
could be a local low-temperature heat grid, collective heat source and seasonal storage, a neighbourhood
scale battery and a collective CHP installation. Our interviews suggest such solutions are viable notably in
rural villages. Rural villages often inhibit the combination of sufficient urban density, availability of local
energy sources, and the strong collective identity needed for setting-up a collective approach. Highly
dense, notably new built urban areas provide another favourable context. Heat exchanges are relatively
efficient, and possibly excess heat from super markets, local industries, cooling demands etc. can be used.
A drawback from such an urban context may be the relatively high-level individualism, making collective
solutions relatively cumbersome to set-up. This, in turn, may be mitigated by offering local energy
community service models in which the organization of the local energy community is put largely out of
the hands of local residents5. Another barrier illustrated by the Nordhavn case may be the lack of sufficient
local energy sources (both electricity generation and heat reservoirs) to make a truly decentralized
approach possible. Finally, concerning the industrial sector, applying energy clustering at company level
is especially important for SME zones. For sites with large production companies (e.g. steel, petrochemical
clusters), sufficient energy cannot be generated locally, and the concept is therefore of less importance.
The Regional solidarity scenario typically entails multi-energy technologies that are set-up in in
centralized way, and collectively owned, for example by a cooperative or local municipality. Such a set-up
could be favorable in urban contexts where a high temperature source of waste heat (e.g. from nearby
industrial zones) is available. Given the limited resource availability within urban dense regions, collective
ownership of PV plants may emerge in cities like Vienna, whereas Copenhagen could rely on the collective
use of nearby off-shore wind. In rural villages, there is a potential for the regional solidarity model as the
cases of Smartdorf and Collectopia show, possibly in combination with a smart neighbourhood model.
This could entail a rather traditional district heating setup with collective usage underground heat source
and seasonal, solar thermal plant, collective biomass-based CHP depending on resource availability.
Finally, we note that the case study of Belgium – Flanders indicated different perspectives on the general
desirability of Smart Neighbourhouds (Cardinaels et al., 2018). We encountered clear advocates of this
view, but also sceptics that would rather advocate a combination of Prosumer and Solidarity Region
scenarios. Advocates would typically highlight the need for locally optimal solutions especially under high
electrification, the resulting lower connection capacity needed to the outside distribution grid, the
attractiveness for the socially engaged, and its development potential in new districts. Sceptics would
rather mention slow decision-making in a community context, the risk of having privileged households
profiting most (the so-called ‘Matthew effect’), the fact that distributed flexibility services and peer-topeer energy trading would be more efficient, and the difficulty of reconciling collectively organized local
multi-energy exchange with free choice of energy provider.

5

See for example https://flux50.com/news-events/news/insights-from-participants-feasibility-study-mslec
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4

Feasibility Analysis of upscaling storages6

4.1 Main Scenarios
In Innovative smart grid solutions are being deployed in different scales in some of European countries to
maximize the share of renewables in Europe’s energy mix. These solutions are mainly build in the smallscale pilots or at the community level. However, there is a lack of knowledge on scaling and replicating
these solution from a smart grid pilot or demonstration project to another location. The main challenges
for scalability and replicability of smart grid solutions such as differences in technological constellations,
national and regional market conditions and social acceptance, have been identified in few European
projects such as Grid+ and Reflex. They aim to develop a replicability and scalability concept and guidelines
for the deployment of technologically feasible, market based and user-friendly solutions for smart grids
with a high level of flexibility. Following those projects, one of the objectives in the SmILES project is to
build up knowledge on the integration of heterogeneous energy sources and their storage technologies
and up-scale these main findings from the local to a national level. Scaling up and replicating the smart
storage solutions is important for the large-scale rollout of smart storage technologies and infrastructures.
The main objective is to evaluate the feasibility and identify the barriers of upscaling the energy storage
systems such as battery storages from a small rural area ”Eberstalzell und Littring” (EZL) to the whole
Austria. To this aim we used Balmorel tool mainly to evaluate the successful implementation of best
practices in a socio-economic context. Balmorel is an open source modelling tool which essentially finds
the economically efficient dispatch of electricity generation plants and optimal investment in generation
& transmission capacity based on different future energy scenarios. We define two regions within the
Austrian Balmorel model including the municipality of ELZ and the rest of the Austria (AT). Each region
represents individual geographical characteristics and energy generation and technology potentials.
Existing capacity of all electricity and heat generation and storage technologies and electricity and heat
demand are defined specifically for each region. The aim is to perform a scalability analysis of energy
storage technologies in EZL in presence of two scenarios. These scenarios are:


Increasing the energy demand in the region



Increasing the transmission capacity between EZL and the rest of Austria

In order to address the abovementioned targets, we collected all relevant data for Austria and its neighbor
countries, and EZL region to provide empirical evidence of current share of storage facilities in the energy
generation mix in these regions. These data include current energy profiles, installed generation capacity,
future electricity and district heating demand, electricity transmission capacity between regions and
countries, electricity transmission and distribution costs and losses, and all techno-economic
characteristics and different generation technologies in these countries.

6

The work presented in Chapter 4 is based on the researcher exchange in May 2019 from Dr. Hamid Aghaie, AIT
Austrian Institute of Technology, to the receiving institution DTU Technical University of Denmark in collaboration
with Prof. Marie Münster (DTU).
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4.2 Case Study
Since last few decades, Austria has developed its climate and energy policy to commit international and
European climate targets. One of the main objectives of the federal Government is to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030 by 36% compared to 2005. In 2018, 33.5% of produced energy and 72% of produced
electricity in Austria comes from renewable energy resources. Recently, federal government has
published a set of strategies called Mission2030 which is a framework of actions in the Austrian climate
and energy policy up to 2030. According to Mission2030, 100% of total national electricity consumption
in Austria by 2030 should be covered from domestic renewable energy sources. The abovementioned
target is essential to meet the future challenges of climate change, to fulfil the commitments made under
the Paris Agreement and at European level, and to achieve the security of supply targets and eliminating
dependency on imports by 2030.
The main case study in this section is the Eberstalzell and Littring (EZL) region which is a small municipality
located in the Lower Austria province in the north-eastern part of Austria. One of the main reason that
we consider this region as a case study is that there are good quality smart meter data from this region
for several years. EZL consist of two smaller areas called Eberstalzell and Litteing and more details on the
electricity generation technologies, electricity demand and grid are given in Table 1. The available smart
meter data from Eberstalzell in 2014 includes 207 entities, which 162 of these entities are households and
59 of them have PV panels. The available smart meter data from Littring includes 27 entities, which 9 of
them are household and all households have PV panels. The total installed capacity of PV is 461 KW in
2014, with 326 KW installed PV in Eberstalzell and 135 KW in Littring. The annual electricity demand in
2014 in whole region is 1680 MWh, which 1400 MWh for Eberstalzell and 280 MWh in Littring. The total
electricity consumption in EZL in 2030 is assumed to be 2 GWh.

4.3 Modeling Tool
Balmorel7 is a bottom-up partial equilibrium energy system optimization model with a special focus on
electricity and district heating sectors (Wiese et al., 2018). The model finds the optimal generation,
transmission and consumption of electricity by maximizing social welfare (the utility of consumers minus
the cost of electricity and district heat generation, storage, transmission and distribution) subject to
technical, physical and regulatory constraints. Balmorel is an open source modelling tool and developed
initially for Baltic Sea Region and we calibrated and adapted it for Austrian power and heat system. This
model minimizes the total investment and operation costs of the energy system by considering the
balance between supply and demand of electricity and heat, possible investment in new generation and
transmission capacity, transmission grid constraints, energy import and export between neighbor
countries and techno-economic constraints of generation technologies and flexibility resources such as
storage facilities and CHP plants (Karlsson & Meibom, 2008).
The results of the model include the economically efficient dispatch of electricity generation technologies
and optimal investment in generation and transmission capacity based on different future energy
scenarios. Figure 1 shows the main structure of Balmorel tool which provides an integrated modeling of
electricity and district heating sectors.

7

http://balmorel.com/
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Figure 27 - Balmorel model core structure (Wiese, Bramstoft et al. 2018)

The supply side consists of different generation technologies, their installed capacities, commissioning
and decommissioning year, investment cost, operation and maintenance cost, fuel efficiency and price,
expected life time, and environmental factors such as CO2 emission factors. All these factors and
assumptions are defined exogenously in the model. Optimal annual investment in new generation and
transmission capacities in a target year are determined endogenously by the model. The results of the
model consist of annual investment in electricity and heat generation capacities, hourly dispatch of
generation technologies, annual import and export, and hourly electricity and heat prices. The modelling
results provide perspectives on the technological developments and generation and investment planning
in the existing and new emerging technologies in the Austrian electricity sector.

4.3.1 Simulation Results
In this section, the simulation results of electricity generation investment and dispatch in EZL region in
2030 is analyzed. It is assumed that EZL is operating as an energy island without any electricity exchange
with the rest of Austria. There is no potential for hydro power plants, pump storage and wind generation
in this region. The optimal installed capacity in this region in 2030 is depicted in Figure 30. Total installed
electricity generation capacity consists of 321 KW PV, 340 KW Battery storages and 257 KW conventional
generation. The results show that investment only on PV generation and battery storages is not feasible,
because PV panels coupled with batteries cannot cover the electricity load specifically during winter time.
Therefore, there is an investment in conventional generation such as diesel and biomass generators.
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Figure 28 - Installed electricity generation capacity in EZL region in 2030
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In this section, a scalability analysis of storage technologies in EZL region in Austria is performed and its
impacts on the investment in battery storages and total system cost are evaluated. As mentioned before,
there is no potential for hydro pump storage in this region and the only storage option is batteries. The
first scenario is to increase the electricity demand in the region and assess how the investment in battery
storages and consequently the total system costs increases. As the potentials for electricity generation
and storage technologies in EZL and its neighbor regions are similar, increasing the electricity demand can
be interpreted as a geographical upscaling of this region. Here we assume that EZL region is operating as
an energy island and there is no electricity exchange between this region and the rest of Austria. Figure
32 shows the changes in the total system costs and investment in battery storages by upscaling the
electricity demand. By increasing the demand, the investment in battery storages proportionally increases
and higher investment cost of battery storages in comparison to the other generation technologies results
in higher system costs. This represents one of the main barriers of upscaling energy storage technologies
which is their high investment costs that lead to a rapid increase in the overall system costs as well.
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Figure 29 - Installed batteries vs electricity demand in EZL region

The second scenario is to increase the transmission capacity between EZL region and the rest of Austria.
Figure 7 shows that by increasing the transmission capacity, the investment in battery storages and
consequently the total system costs decrease. This is due to the fact that importing electricity from the
grid is much cheaper than investing in new generation and storage capacities in EZL region. The electricity
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from the grid is mainly generated by hydropower and other renewable technologies which are much
cheaper than investing in new battery storages. By increasing the electricity exchange capacity up to 0.4
MW, the optimal investment in battery storages drops to zero.

Figure 30 - Installed batteries vs electricity exchange capacity in EZL region

To summarize, we analyze the share of different generation and storage technologies in the Austrian
electricity sector and in the Eberstalzell and Littring (EZL) region and evaluate the costs and feasibility of
upscaling battery storages in this region. To this aim, we use Balmorel which is an open source dispatch
and investment planning modelling tool and adapt it to the Austrian electricity and district heat system.
The simulation results provide perspectives on the current share of energy storage technologies and
associated costs of upscaling these technologies in Austria and in EZL.
The economically optimal share of storage technologies in the Austrian electricity sector will raise from
3.12 GW in 2018 to 4.83 GW in 2030. However, the main storage technology in the country scale is hydro
pump storages and other technologies such as batteries play a minor role. The optimal installed capacity
of battery storages in 2030 is expected to be 130 MW. Considering the EZL region as an energy island,
this region is able to cover the daily load from renewables (PV coupled with battery storages) only in
summer days. In winter days with limited sun shine, if the region is operating as an energy island, there is
a need for investment in conventional generators to cover the daily load. By comparing the scalability of
storage facilities between these regions, it is important to consider that the potentials for storage
technologies in the Austria and EZL are different. While hydro pump storages provide a considerable
contribution of flexibility resources to the Austrian electricity sector, the potential for pump storage in
EZL is zero and batteries provide the required flexibility in this region. In EZL region operating as an energy
island, increasing the electricity demand leads to an increase in the investment in battery storages and
consequently the total system costs. By increasing the electricity exchange capacity between EZL and the
rest of Austria, the investment in battery storages drops rapidly due to the fact that this region is very
small in comparison to the whole Austria and it is economically optimal to import all electricity demand
of this region from the rest of the country.
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5

Conclusions and Outlook

5.1 Conclusions - Techno-economic and energy system model perspective
Energy system models such as TIMES have an established standing in energy system planning and policy
analysis by comparing potential pathways of the energy system based on predefined boundary conditions
(scenarios). Methodological improvements were developed and tested in the TIMES ‘sandbox model’
which represents the characteristics of the Belgian residential sector, namely a higher time resolution, a
more detailed technology representations, including operational parameters, and a detailed demand side
representation.
The improvements allow to capture the dynamic of generation, end-use and storage technologies
producing, storing and consuming electrical and thermal energy. The model results still deliver
‘traditional’ insights such as the investments in and replacement of technologies over long time horizons,
in our analysis till 2050. At the same time the dynamic along the evolutionary pathway(s) can be captured
at a higher granularity and insights gained, e.g. with respects to consumption of own generation versus
consumption from the grid. When comparing scenarios based on technology preferences, e.g. a
technology push of heat pumps, the system perspective of the model platform in combination with the
enhanced representation of technologies allow insights into the impact of such consumer preferences or
policy driven developments. For the example of heat pumps one can analyze the investments choices
triggered with regard to electrical and thermal storage or in terms of the economic competitiveness visà-vis district heating investments.
The main quantitative model results are summarized in Chapter 2.5.
Overall it can be summarized that the model platform TIMES can be enhanced to capture the dynamic of
local hybrid energy systems while at the same time maintaining its strength in long-term system analysis
based on scenarios.

5.2 Outlook - Techno-economic and energy system model perspective
The insights gained from the residential sector ‘sand box’ model provides a valuable foundation for next
steps: The Vito/EnergyVille modelling team is already engaged in a national project called ROLECS8, in
which several ‘real world’ Local Energy Communities consisting of various land-use types are being
analysed. The developed TIMES methodology will be extended in this project covering not only the
residential sector, but also representing additional land uses, technology clusters and end use demand
profiles.
The work from the SmILES project also allows to incorporate at higher granularity end use demands.
Bridging to the qualitative work within the SmILES project and activities in the EEERA e3s joined
programme, it is the ambition to use the model platform to better model various consumer demand
profiles and to capture the system impact of demand side flexibility. In this regard a proposal has been
submitted originating from the EERA e3s programme which aims to capitalize on smart meter data and
generate, test and make available better demand side data sets for commonly used energy models in
Europe.
8

https://www.rolecs.eu/
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5.3 Conclusions - Qualitative analysis
The modelling analysis of Chapter 2 and 4 evaluates the potential for upscaling from a techno-economic
perspective. The qualitative analysis is complementary and shows that a variety of other factors need to
be taken into account for understanding the drivers, barriers and enablers of upscaling. Table 4 provides
a summary of the main common factors that emerged from the interviews carried out in SmILES (see
deliverable 2.4 for details).
Table 4: A summary of main common opportunities, barriers and enablers that emerged from the interviews
carried out in SmILES (see deliverable 2.4)
Social

Opportunities
Positive user attitudes
towards multi-energy and
flexible energy use

Barriers
Lack of energy awareness
among users

Enablers
Communication, education,
awareness raising

Lack of energy awareness
among professionals
Difficulty of organizing
collective ownership of
energy management (both
for citizens and SMEs)

Technological

Need for energy demand
flexibility
High TRL level of individual
technologies

Environmental

Ongoing exploitation of local
heat sources
Increasing awareness of the
limited availability of
domestic biomass
Data centres as providers of
low-temperature heat

Economic

Economically viable
technologies (e.g. ecological
building solutions,
aggregating residential
electricity use flexibility)
(Re) vitalising local
economies

System integration of ICT
and energy technologies
(inc. control algorithms,
planning tools, clarity on
technological standards)

Technological development
e.g. for energy storage and
EVs

Lack of sufficient, close by
natural heat sources in high
density urban areas
Tendency of localizing
industry away from urban
centres

Economic viability of multienergy solutions i.r.t.
biomass or gas
Dependency of current
pilots on subsidies
High upfront investment

Time and spatially
differentiated energy pricing
Adopting energy service
business models taking into
account a broad range of
benefits

Challenging set-up of multi
commodity and flexibility
markets
Political

Positive overall policy
context for renewable and
multi-energy
Significant efforts on R&D, in
combination with
Regulatory Innovation Zones

Restrictions to direct local
multi-energy exchanges

Further developing
demonstration projects

Ambitious target setting on
RE stimulating biomassbased technologies

Further relaxation of
regulations to better allow
multi-energy exchanges.

Various regulatory changes:
e.g. electricity tax reduction,
one electricity entry point
for multi-apartment
buildings etc.
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Our analysis shows further that a detailed understanding of contexts at multiple levels is needed to
elaborate on upscaling potentials of multi-energy and storage in a particular national context. At the
supra-national level, technology developments and the development of energy markets appears of
highest importance. At the national level, dominant incumbent infrastructures for heating and a suite of
political and regulatory factors are most relevant to consider (e.g. electricity taxation and distribution
rates, economic incentives, building codes, national level targets). At the local level, other types of
influential factors emerge. For example, social contexts are strongly different when comparing a research
campus or an innovative urban area with generally young, high income, technology aware users, to rural
areas with a much more diverse public. An economic factor of relevance is the state of local economy
development and potential for economic revitalization, as well as environmental factors like the proximity
of environmental resources (heat, wind).
Results notably illustrate the importance of distinguishing between urban and rural regions when
considering upscaling strategies. Based on the applied scenario framework, one can (loosely) couple
different multi-energy and storage models to different regional types. We considered the Prosumer model
to be applicable in general as a ‘stepping stone’ towards the Smart Neighbourhood model and specifically
in remote rural areas with limited potential for local heat exchange. The Smart Neighbourhood scenario
appeared applicable notably in rural villages with a strong collective spirit, and new built urban dense
regions with ample of potential for local heat exchanges. It could be equally applicable to SME zones with
high potential of local heat exchanges. The regional solidarity model was – in terms of its multi-energy
feature9 - mainly considered suitable to urban contexts with collective deployment of a nearby PV park,
wind farm or waste heat source the limited resource availability within urban dense regions, as well as in
rural villages depending on resource availability.

5.4 Outlook - Societal aspects and model integration
The qualitative analysis shows the variety of STEEP factors to consider when analyzing upscaling dynamics,
the importance of contextual differences at multiple scale levels (local, national, supra-national). To
further work towards integrated analyses of upscaling, we envision to following research avenues.
Integrating quantitative and qualitative knowledge: Results from the techno-economic perspective need
to be confronted with insights of the drivers, barriers for multi-energy. This can materialize in different
ways. The STEEP analysis can provide input to the modelling set-up, for example in the design of societal
(i.e. beyond ‘technological’) potentials of multi-energy technologies. Also it can provide additional drivers
beyond cost-effectiveness that can be used to predefine the uptake of certain (combinations of) multienergy technologies. Finally, following (Geels et al., 2018), it can provide a critical reflection on the
feasibility and main ‘bottlenecks’ of upscaling pathways, and the conditions which such pathways could
be considered plausible.
Appreciating contextual diversity is a key challenge for understanding upscaling dynamics. To further
develop upscaling pathways of local multi-energy solutions, these different contexts need to be
adequately mapped and characterized in terms of main determinants like urban (or heat demand) density,
the presence of local energy sources (e.g. wind, heat sources, PV) and residual high- and low-temperature
9

Whereas a regional solidarity view would typically entail also other electricity-based arrangements like wind
cooperatives, these are not elaborated on here.
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heat and (where possible) social factors like the level of a community feelings. As a second step, most
applicable local multi-energy models could be coupled to the different local contexts at hand. This would
yield an additional storyline to the four extremes considered in the scenario framework, namely one
reflecting ‘tailormade’ local arrangements for multi-energy solutions and storage.
Adopt a transition perspective: to better capture the role of societal dynamics in the upscaling of local
multi-energy solutions, a transitions framework can be adopted to position local-multi-energy approaches
relative to other types of renewable energy technologies (e.g. centralized approaches like off-shore wind,
hydrogen storage etc.) (Geels et al., 2018; Laes et al., 2019). A main extension to the current approach
would be an elaboration of transition dynamics in terms of niche–regime interactions, covering the
different pathways described in the literature (de Haan & Rotmans, 2011). From this perspective, more
attention will be paid to the way upscaling of local multi-energy and storage interferes with dominant
societal structures, cultures and practices in the energy domain.
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6

APPENDIX

6.1 Scenario 3: “Solar Hot Water” - Daily Profile Hot Water Consumption at
Residential Level - Detail Thermal Storage Interaction
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6.2 Higher resolution of demand
One of the most powerful features of the TIMES model developed in this exercise lies in its rather high
temporal granularity through the use of the above mentioned concept of time slices. However, this
approach requires a large amount of data in order to properly represent each time slice of the selected
modelling base year, here 2014. Unfortunately in most cases these data are not available as such and shall
be designed by modelers themselves based on reasonable assumptions and expert knowledge. This
section aims at describing the methodology adopted to compute 120 time slices of residential end-use
demands.
The very first step of this process is the selection of these end-use demands that the model will represent.
The TIMES model developed by Vito/EnergyVille proposes 9 residential demands:


Space heating – RHUN



Domestic hot water – RWRE



Cooking – RCOK



Cold appliances – RREF



Dish washers – RDWA



Washing machines – RCWA



Drying machines – RCDR



Lighting – RLIG



Other electrical appliances – ROEL

It had to be noted that with this description, two types of demands are represented: 3 thermal services
which can be fulfilled with various technologies and fuels (RHUN, RWRE and RCOK) opposed to the
remaining 6 demands for electrical appliances which can only be met through electricity consumption,
naturally.
The underlying philosophy behind the use of 120 time slices is to represent a full year with a limited set
of representative days, here 10, in order to lighten the model and consequently reduce computational
time. But anyway, one shall firstly describe a full year before being able to shrink it into any number of
time slices or representative days. Thus, the purpose of the present methodology is to describe the hourly
profile of the 9 selected residential demands for the modelling base year, meaning being able to assess
8760 hours of consumptions. The aggregation into 120 time slices, or 10 days x 12-2hours periods, will
not be extensively described in the present report due to the limited relevance with respect to the scope
of t7he project. In a nutshell, it is based on the approximation of each demand’s load duration curve with
a limited number of representative days; approximation obtained with error minimization through mixedinteger programming. The methodology developed by (Poncelet et al., 2016) has been implemented in a
Vito in-house tool by the author himself, a tool later used as a final step to “timeslice” the computed 8760
hours x 9 end-use demands.
Next, in order to determine the hourly profile of these energy demand in 2014, three types of inputs have
been used:
Detailed annual electricity consumption per residential end-use in Belgium, from the JRC IDEES database,
(EC, 2013), presented on Figure 33 (a).
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A household survey about end-use electricity consumption in UK from (Zimmermann, et al., 2012). This
report presents the consumption profile per end use over an average day for a large number of
households in UK. From this result have been derived the normalized profile of each end use demand over
an average day, displayed Figure 33 (b).
Synthetic Load Profile, or SLP, of the Belgian residential sector, publicly available from Synergrid
(Synergrid, 2019), the Belgian federation of electricity and gas system operators. This SLP is a year-long
normalized profile of electricity consumption for a Belgian household, with a 15min resolution. Figure
33(c) represents this SLP, shrunk into a 1h resolution during an average day in Belgium. For the sake of
comprehensiveness only one day is shown but the full year of data will be used in the present
methodology.

Figure 33 - (left) Annual residential Electricity demand per end-use, (center) Hourly consumption profile
per end-use, (right) SLP aggregated over an average day

Then, the following methodology has been applied:
1

2

3

Compute the yearly profile of the total load absorbed by the residential sector, on a 1h resolution.
This is obtained by summing the 8 component of input A and multiplying this value with input C. Are
obtained 8760h of residential electricity consumption in Belgium. Now, disaggregation into end-use
demands is necessary.
In parallel, build the disaggregated consumption profile over a single average day (24h) by multiplying
each normalized profile of input B by its corresponding yearly level form input A, divided by 365. This
division is performed in order to shrink annual demand into average daily demand. Are obtained 24h
x 8 electricity demands.
From step 2, compute for each of the 24 hours the load distribution amongst end-uses. Are now
obtained 24h x 8 shares of electrical demands.
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4

5

Assume that for each hour of the year, from step 1, the load distribution amongst end-uses is the
same as the ones calculated for the same hour of step 3. Are calculated intermediary 8760 hours x 8
electricity demands. However, when summing all the 8760 hours of the obtained profiles, the values
are different from the ones of input A, the yearly statistics.
In order to match the yearly statistics, correct the 8 profiles obtained step 4 by normalizing them and
multiplying them by their targeted annual values from input A. Are now calculated final 8760 hours
of 8 profiles of electricity consumption.

For the 6 demands that are met only through electricity consumption, step 5 provides the final results.
However, for the 2 remaining demands, namely cooking and hot water, one further mental step is needed:
assume the consumption profile is independent of the technology used. Indeed, the cooking behavior of
a household won’t depend on if it is equipped with electrical or gas stove; same thing for water boiler.
Consequently 8 end-use hourly demand profiles are obtained for the base year 2014.

For space heating demand, it has been chosen to use the natural gas synthetic load profile from Synergrid
simply combined together with annual demand of space heating from JRC database. This has been
motivated by JRC IDEES database findings, summed up Figure 34:
a) In the residential sector, space heating accounts for over 70% of gas consumption in each year of
the period 2000-2015, 72.7% in 2014.
b) In 2014, gas technologies covered 46.5% of residential space heating demand in Belgium

Figure 34 – (left) Gas consumption per end-use in the Belgian residential sector, (right)
2014 Residential space heating consumption per fuel type

Thus, one shall conclude that in the residential sector, gas consumption and space heating demand
profiles are strongly correlated and can quite reasonably be considered the same. Based on these
observations and assumptions, 8760h of space heating demand can be calculated.
Finally, after calculating 9 profiles of estimated end use demands for 2014 on an hourly resolution, these
results have been fed into the time slice tool together with 8760 hours of solar irradiance, the latter being
used for PV technologies. The tool returned the 120 time slice structure and the corresponding the
commodity fraction and PV availability factors, reported Figure 3.
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